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Sn0Φ pellets lose a very small amount of oxygen at high temperatures to give, for 
instance, the stoichiometry SnO1.9989(1) at 1200 °C in air. The oxygen deficiencyが ~ I;ﾐ 
be preserved at ambient temperature in quenched samples. The level of conductivity, 
which is n-type, depends on oxygen content, 2-~ and varies by several orders of 
magnitude; activation energies cover the range 1.1 eV for slow-cooled, fully oxidised 
samples to 0.52 eV for samples quenched from 1200 °C.  Quenched samples can be 
readily and reversibly reoxidised and reduced at temperatures as low as 700 °C; at 
lower temperatures, down to ~ 350 
o
C, oxidation and reduction is mainly confined to 
sample surfaces on short timescales but, nevertheless, is sufficient for the 
conductivity to change by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude.  Quenched, oxygen-deficient 
samples are also moisture-sensitive whereas fully oxidised samples are not.  SnO2 
shows similar sensitivity to both CO2 and N2, which is attributed to loss of O2 from the 




Tin oxide, SnOΦ が Hﾗデｴ ヮ┌ヴW ;ﾐS SﾗヮWSが ｴ;ゲ ﾏ;ﾐ┞ ;ヮヮﾉｷI;デｷﾗﾐゲ ;ゲ ; a┌ﾐIデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ 
material which can be grouped into three main areas, as a (i) a solid state gas sensor, 
(ii) an oxidation catalyst and (iii) a transparent conducting oxide, TCOΕっΗ く TｴW aｷヴゲデ 
two applications are surface-driven where;ゲ TCOげゲ are used for their bulk properties.  
 
For surface-driven applications, sample fabrication is important and SnOΦ ｴ;ゲ HWWﾐ 
prepared in many forms and by various methods including, as examples, porous 
materials, Θ ゲﾗﾉ-gel derived nano particles5, inductively-coupled ヮﾉ;ゲﾏ; ﾐ;ﾐﾗヴﾗSゲ Κ, 
dc magnetron-deposited thin films together with Pt, Pd catalyst particles on the 
ゲ┌ヴa;IWΛ, hydrothermally-ヮヴWヮ;ヴWS ﾐ;ﾐﾗヮﾉ;デWﾉWデゲΜ ;ﾐS WﾉWItrochemically-anodised 
filmsΝく  The nature and mechanism of gas-surface interactions are key to the use of 
SnOΦ ;ゲ Hﾗデｴ ; I;デ;ﾉ┞ゲデ ｷﾐ ｷﾐS┌ゲデヴｷ;ﾉ ﾗ┝ｷS;デｷ┗W SWｴ┞SヴﾗｪWﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS ;ゲ ; ゲWﾐゲﾗヴ ﾗa 
reducing gases. Nevertheless, the mechanistic details are still a matter of debate, 
especially the effects of OΦ ;ﾐS HΦO on the sensor conductivity. 
 
TｴWヴW ;ヴW ﾐ┌ﾏWヴﾗ┌ゲ IﾗﾏﾏWﾐデゲ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾉｷデWヴ;デ┌ヴW ΕΔっΕΖ about the possibility of oxygen 
non-stoichiometry, with the formula SnOΦζ~, but the value(s) of ~ and its possible 
dependence on sample processing conditions has not been quantified.  It is stated 
that a key method to introduce oxygen vacancies into SnOΦ ｷゲ to use a divalent tin 
compound, SnClΦくヲHΦO, ;ゲ デｴW ヮヴWI┌ヴゲﾗヴ ｷﾐ ｴ┞SヴﾗデｴWヴﾏ;ﾉ ゲ┞ﾐデｴWゲｷゲ ΕΔが ┘ｷデｴ W┗ｷSWﾐIW 
for oxygen vacancies obtained by both X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, XPS and 
electron spin resonance, ESR, spectroscopy.  The electrical conductivity of SnOΦζ~ is 
n-type whereas that of the oxygen-rich divalent oxide, SnOΥ+~ is p-type¹¹.  Instances of 
p-type conductivity in SnOΦ aｷﾉﾏゲ ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ ;ttributed to the presence of SnO-like 
regions within films that were shown to be inhomogeneous¹¹ and contained both 
SnOΦ- and SnO-like regions.  
 
Impedance spectroscopy, IS, has been used to characterise SnOΦ aｷﾉﾏゲ ヮヴWヮ;ヴWS H┞ 
two methods, rf magnetron sputtering of thin films and doctor blade deposition of 
thick films followed by heating in air at 500 °C for 2 hrs ¹². Using IS, the sensitivity of 
デｴW aｷﾉﾏゲ デﾗ NΦっOΦ ;デ ヱヵヰ ;ﾐS ヲヰヰ °C was studied; film resistance increased in OΦ ;ﾐS 
decreased iﾐ NΦ, consistent with n-type behaviour.  
 
Seveヴ;ﾉ ゲデ┌SｷWゲ ﾗa デｴW WaaWIデ ﾗa HΦO adsorption on SnOΦ ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ ヴWヮﾗヴデWS ΕΗっΖΔく 
DｷaaWヴWﾐデ ﾏWIｴ;ﾐｷゲﾏゲ ﾗa SﾐOΦ - HΦO interaction have been proposed, depending on 
the structure of the SnOΦ ゲ┌ヴa;IW ;ﾐS W┝ヮﾉ;ﾐ;デｷﾗﾐゲ given for the observed changes in 
conductivity.  For instance, it was ゲ┌ｪｪWゲデWS デｴ;デ ;Hゲﾗヴヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa HΦO leads to band-
bending within the SnOΦ WﾉWIデヴﾗﾐｷI structure and an associated increase in 
conductivity ¹³. 
 
The interaction ﾗa SﾐOΦ ゲ┌ヴa;IWゲ ┘ｷデｴ OΦが HΦO ;ﾐS HΦ ┘;ゲ ｷﾐ┗Wゲデｷｪ;デWS H┞ 
temperature programmed desorption, TPD, chromatography ΕΘく  Evidence was found 
for four kinds of oxygen sヮWIｷWゲ ┘ｴｷIｴ SWゲﾗヴHWS ;デ Βヰ ェC ふOΦぶが ヱヵヰ ェC ふOΦっぶが ヵヶヰ ェC 
ふOっ ﾗヴ O²-) and > 600 °C (l;デデｷIW OΖっぶく OΦっが Oっ ;ﾐS OΖっ ┘WヴW SWゲIヴibed as depletive 
adsorbates since on desorption, electrons were released (together with gaseous OΦぶ 
leading to an increase in conducti┗ｷデ┞く  T┘ﾗ ﾆｷﾐSゲ ﾗa ;SゲﾗヴHWS HΦO species were 
identified similarly by TPD, at 100 °C (moleculaヴ HΦO) and 400 °C (OH groups).  
RWﾉW;ゲW ﾗa OH ｪヴﾗ┌ヮゲが H┌デ ﾐﾗデ HΦO molecules, was accompanied by a decrease in 
conductivity although the mechanism responsible for the change in conductivity was 
ﾐﾗデ IﾉW;ヴΕΘく   
 
The main purposes of the present work were: first, to establish whether SnOΦ 
showed a temperature-dependent variation in oxygen content of the kind shown by 
rutile, TiOΦ ┘ｴｷIｴ ｴ;ゲ デhe same crystal structure as SnOΦ ΖΕ; second, to determine the 
conductivity of SnOΦ ヮWﾉﾉWデゲ ;ゲ ; a┌ﾐIデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa any oxygen non-stoichiometry and 
sample processing conditions; third, to establish the effect of possible oxygen non-




High purity SnOΦ ふΓΓくΓ % Sigma Aldrich) was ground to a fine powder with an agate 
mortar and pestle, pressed into pellets of 20 mm diameter at 0.6 tonnes, placed on 
sacrificial SnOΦ ヮﾗ┘SWヴ ｷﾐ ; Pデ Iヴ┌IｷHﾉW ;ﾐS aｷヴWS ;デ ヱンヰヰ ΔC aﾗヴ Β ｴヴゲ ｷﾐ ;ｷヴく TｴW 
sintered pellets were then given subsequent heat treatments, either at 
temperatures in the range 800 to 1200 ΔC ｷﾐ ;ｷヴ aﾗヴ ヲ hours followed by quenching to 
room temperature (by removing from the furnace and allowing to cool in air, 
typically over a period of 1-2 mins), or at 900 ΔC ｷﾐ OΦ aﾗヴ ヲ hrs followed by slow cool 
in OΦ デﾗ ヴﾗﾗﾏ デWﾏヮWヴ;デ┌ヴW ふH┞ ゲ┘ｷデIｴｷﾐｪ off the furnace). Typical pellet densities 
were 50-62 % with a porous microstructure consisting of interconnected grains of 
size   鋒 ヰくヵ に ヲくヵ ´ﾏが Fｷｪ ヱく 
 
Pellets for IS measurements were coated with Pt paste on opposite faces which was 
dried and hardened ;デ Γヰヰ ΔC aﾗヴ ヱ ｴヴ to form electrodes. These were attached to Pt 
leads in a conductivity jig, which was placed inside a horizontal tube furnace through 
which different gases could be passed, allowed to equilibrate, typically for 10 に 30 
mins and then IS data recorded. In general, Pt electrodes were fabricated before the 
final heat treatments to avoid possible unwanted oxidation/reduction prior to the IS 
measurements. Measurements were made isothermally in the temperature range 
200 to 700 ΔC and over the frequency range 10 Hz to 1 MHz using Hewlett Packard 
4192A instrumentation. Impedance data were corrected for overall pellet geometry 
and are reported in units of resistance: ohm cm and capacitance : F IﾏっΕき data were 
not corrected for the geometry of regions such as grain boundaries since this was 
not known accurately. 
 
In order to measure changes in sample mass as a function of temperature, 
thermogravimetry, TG, could not be used as the mass changes (a few micrograms) 
were too small to be detected reliably with available TG instrumentation. Instead, 
the mass of a pellet of approximately 2 g was measured on a microbalance after a 
range of heat treatments. The same pellet was placed in a Pt boat, heated 
isothermally for 1 hr over the range 25 に ヱヲヰヰ ΔCが cooled rapidly to room 
temperature and its mass recorded before returning to the furnace. Data were 
obtained stepwise on both heating and cooling. 
 
RESULTS and DISCUSSION 
 
All pellets used for the results reported here were ゲｷﾐデWヴWS ｷﾐｷデｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ ;デ ヱンヰヰΔC aﾗヴ Β 
hrs in air and then given a range of follow-on heat treatments. X-ray powder 
diffraction, XRD, on crushed pellet fragments confirmed that the samples were 
phase-pure SnOΦ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ヴ┌tile structure after various heat treatments. Detection of 
secondary phases by XRD is typically at the 1-2% level and the technique is therefore 
insensitive to, for instance, any small changes in surface structure or composition. 
 
Fﾗヴ ┘Wｷｪｴデ Iｴ;ﾐｪW ゲデ┌SｷWゲが ; ヮWﾉﾉWデ ﾗa ﾏ;ゲゲ   鋒 2 g was given a second heating at 900 
ΔC ｷﾐ OΦ for 2 h, slow-cooled to room temperature and then reheated in air 
isothermally at different temperatures, quenched to room temperature and its mass 
recorded.  Data are summarised in Fig 2 for stepwise heating and cooling of the 
same sample.  Iﾐ ﾗヴSWヴ デﾗ ;ゲゲｷｪﾐ ┗;ﾉ┌Wゲ ﾗa ~ デﾗ デｴW ﾗ┝┞ｪWﾐ IﾗﾐデWﾐデゲが ｷデ ┘;ゲ ;ゲゲ┌ﾏWS 
that the sample cooled stepwise to room temperature was oxygen-stoichiometric 
SnO2.  The right hand ordinate of Fig. 2 is therefore an oxygen content scale. 
 
Fully reversible data were obtained over the range 700 に 1200 ΔC ;ﾐS ;ヴW ;デデヴｷH┌デWS 
to variation in oxygen content as a function of temperature in air. At lower 
temperatures, data were not reversible on the heat/cool cycle.  An initial decrease in 
weight occurred at 200 ΔC ┘ｴｷIｴ ┘;ゲ ;デデヴｷH┌デ;HﾉW デﾗ ﾉﾗゲゲ ﾗa HΦヰ ;HゲﾗヴHWS S┌ヴｷﾐｪ デｴW 
slow cool from 900 ΔCく TｴW ┘Wｷｪｴデ デｴWﾐ ｷﾐIヴW;ゲWS ;ｪ;ｷﾐ ;デ ヶヰヰ ;ﾐS Αヰヰ ΔCき デｴｷゲ was 
attributed to uptake of OΦ H┞ デｴW ゲ;ﾏヮﾉW デｴ;デ ┘;ゲ ゲデｷﾉﾉ ゲﾉｷｪｴデﾉ┞ ﾗxygen-deficient, in 
spite of its slow cool in OΦ aヴﾗﾏ Γヰヰ ΔCく  Above 700 oC, the sample started to lose 
weight again and this continued to the highest temperature studied, 1200 
o
C.   
 
From these experiments, it is concluded that :  
(i) SnOΦ ﾉﾗゲWゲ ﾗ┝┞ｪWﾐ ゲヮﾗﾐデ;ﾐWﾗ┌ゲﾉ┞ ;ﾐS ヴW┗WヴゲｷHﾉ┞ ｷﾐ ;ｷヴ ﾗ┗Wヴ the temperature range 
700 to 1200 ΔCく Aデ ヱヲヰヰ ΔCが for instance, its oxygen content is given by the formula 
SnO1.9989(1) . Oxygen-deficient SnOΦ ｷゲ W┝ヮWIデWS デﾗ HW ;ﾐ ﾐ-type semiconductor whose 
conductivity is sensitive to pO2 and is given by the mechanism: 
 
OΤ 麿 т Ж OΦ ЩヲW櫨 Щ VΤ  ゅ                                                          (1) 
 
(ii) The rate of uptake ﾗa OΦ H┞ ﾗ┝┞ｪWﾐ-deficient SnOΦζ~ during cooling is very 
temperature-dependent.  Equilibrium is readily obtained down to 700 ΔCが H┌デ 
prolonged isothermal heating is required to achieve full, internal equilibrium at 
lower temperatures, although the gas-solid surface reactions proceed much more 
rapidly than those requiring diffusion into sample interiors.  Several stages in the 
uptake and desorption of O2 may be envisaged. 
(iii) Oxygen-deficient SﾐOΦ-~ is moisture-sensitive and, at lower temperatures, uptake 
ﾗa HΦO may take place more easily than ┌ヮデ;ﾆW ﾗa OΦく Iデ ｷゲ ヮヴWゲ┌ﾏWS デｴ;デ HΦO uptake 
occurs by the reaction: 
  
VΤ  ゅ Щ ヰΤ 麿 Щ HΦヰ т ヲOHΤ ひ                                                         (2) 
 
(iv) The stoichiometry of both the surface and interior of SnO2 pellets depends 
critically on the final cooling step, especially cooling rate and atmosphere.  Thus, the 
overall level of ox┞ｪWﾐ SWaｷIｷWﾐI┞が ~が ﾏ;┞ ┗;ヴ┞ H┌デ ｷﾐ ;SSｷデｷﾗﾐが concentration 
ｪヴ;SｷWﾐデゲ ｷﾐ ~ ﾏ;┞ W┝ｷゲデ, ｷﾐ ┘ｴｷIｴ ゲ┌ヴa;IWゲ ｴ;┗W ゲﾏ;ﾉﾉWヴ ~ デｴ;ﾐ ｪヴ;ｷﾐ ｷnteriors, 
especially if oxidation and equilibration are incomplete at a particular temperature.  
Similarly, gradients in concentration of adsorbed H2O may be present on short 
exposure timescales.  In order to assess the possible significance of these 
stoichiometry variations on electrical properties, IS measurements were made on 
pellets given a range of heat treatments.   
 
Impedance data for a typical sample, with measurements at several temperatures, 
are shown in Fig 3. Data are presented in various ways to highlight different 
impedance characteristics of the sample and to allow a more comprehensive 
understanding of its electrical make-up and properties ²². There are four widely-used 
impedance formalisms, the impedance, Z*, the admittance, Y*(or A* ), the modulus, 
M* ;ﾐS デｴW ヮWヴﾏｷデデｷ┗ｷデ┞が ふ0*).  These are inter-related by: 
 
 )ゅ Э ふYゅぶ っ1 Э ふﾃ＼Co)っΕMゅ Э ふﾃ＼Co0ゅぶっΕ                                       (3) 
  
┘ｴWヴW ＼ ｷゲ デｴW ;ﾐｪ┌ﾉ;ヴ aヴWケ┌WﾐI┞が ヲヽa ;ﾐS Co is the vacuum capacitance of the 
sample. Data can be presented in any of the four formalisms, either as complex 
plane plots or as spectroscopic plots of one parameter against frequency. It is 
certainly not necessary to present data in all possible ways, but we find that the 
combination of plots used in Fig 3 usually permits a comprehensive overview of the 
electrical microstructure of a sample to be obtained.  
  
Thus, for the data shown in Fig 3, IﾗﾏヮﾉW┝ ヮﾉ;ﾐW ヮﾉﾗデゲが )幡 ┗ゲ )夙が ふ;ぶが ゲｴﾗ┘ ; ゲｷﾐｪﾉWが 
broad ;ヴI ┘ｴﾗゲW ﾉﾗ┘ aヴWケ┌WﾐI┞ ｷﾐデWヴIWヮデ ﾗﾐ デｴW )夙 ;┝ｷゲ ｪｷ┗Wゲ デｴW total resistance of 
the sample, RＺく Oﾐ ヴWヮﾉﾗデデｷﾐｪ デｴW ゲ;ﾏW S;デ; ;ゲ ﾉﾗｪ Y夙 ┗ゲ ﾉﾗｪ aが ふHぶ, a low frequency 
plateau is seen with a conductivity value RＺっΕ ;ﾐS ; SｷゲヮWヴsion at high frequencies 
which moves off-scale with increasing temperature. These high frequency data show 
; ヮﾗ┘Wヴ ﾉ;┘ SWヮWﾐSWﾐIW ﾗa ﾉﾗｪ Y夙 ﾗﾐ ﾉﾗｪ a ;ﾐS ;ヴW ;ﾐ W┝;ﾏヮﾉW ﾗa JﾗﾐゲIｴWヴげゲ ﾉ;┘ ﾗa 
universal dielectric response²³ that is observed in many ionic and electronic 
conductors. 
 
TｴW ゲ;ﾏW S;デ; ヴWヮﾉﾗデデWS ;ゲ ﾉﾗｪ C夙 ┗ゲ ﾉﾗｪ aが ふIぶが ゲｴﾗ┘ デ┘ﾗ ヮﾉ;デW;┌x with approximate 
values 3 and 20 pF whose interpretation is  that the sample response contains both 
bulk (grain) and grain boundary impedances. Thus, a value of ~ 3 pF for the high 
frequency plateau corresponds to a permittivity of ~ 34 and is attributed to the 
sample bulk.  The magnitude of the low frequency plateau is rather small for a 
conventional grain boundary of a well-sintered ceramic which suggests that it 
occupies a significant volume fraction of the sample. SEM data, Fig 1, show a porous 
microstructure of interconnected grains and the low frequency capacitance plateau 
is therefore attributed to a constriction resistance associated with the necks 
HWデ┘WWﾐ ;Sﾃ;IWﾐデ ｪヴ;ｷﾐゲ デﾗｪWデｴWヴ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ;ｷヴ ｪ;ヮゲ HWデ┘WWﾐ ｪヴ;ｷﾐゲΖΘく SｷﾐIW デｴW ゲame 
material is usually present in the necks and grains, a characteristic feature of 
constriction resistances is that the activation energies of the grain and grain 
boundary resistances are similar. 
 
A useful, pictorial overview of the electrical microstructure of the sample is obtained 
by replotting デｴW ゲ;ﾏW S;デ; ;ゲ M幡っ)幡 ┗ゲ ﾉﾗｪ a (d); this type of presentation is also 
ﾆﾐﾗ┘ﾐ ;ゲ ｷﾏヮWS;ﾐIW ;ﾐS ﾏﾗS┌ﾉ┌ゲ ゲヮWIデヴﾗゲIﾗヮ┞ΖΙく A ゲｷﾐｪﾉW ヮW;ﾆ ｷゲ ゲWWﾐ ｷﾐ デｴW M幡 
spectrum which represents the smallest capacitance in the sample; this therefore, 
IﾗヴヴWゲヮﾗﾐSゲ デﾗ デｴW H┌ﾉﾆ ｷﾏヮWS;ﾐIWく TｴW )幡 ヮW;ﾆが ゲI;ﾉWS デﾗ HW ﾗa ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ ｴWｷｪｴデ デﾗ デｴW 
M幡 ヮW;ﾆ aﾗヴ ;ﾐ W;ゲ┞ ┗ｷゲ┌;ﾉ ;ゲゲWゲゲﾏWﾐデが ﾗII┌ヴゲ ;デ ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴが H┌デ ゲﾉｷｪｴデﾉ┞ ﾉﾗ┘Wヴが 
frequency and additionally, contains a low frequency, poorly-resolved shoulder peak. 
The main Z幡 ヮW;ﾆ デｴWヴWaﾗヴW ヴWヮヴWゲWﾐデゲ デｴW H┌ﾉﾆ ヴWゲｷゲデ;ﾐIW ;ゲ ｷデ ﾗ┗Wヴﾉ;ヮゲ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW M幡 
peak. The low frequency shoulder peak is the grain boundary resistance associated 
with the low frequency plateau seen more clearly in (c).  
 
The small difference in peak maximum frequencies HWデ┘WWﾐ デｴW )幡 ;ﾐS M幡 ヮW;ﾆs is 
associated mainly with the constant phase element, CPE, in the equivalent circuit, Fig 
4, that is used to model the impedance data. The admittance of the bulk element, 
R1-C1-CPE1  in the circuit shown in Fig ヴ ｷゲ ｪｷ┗Wﾐ H┞ ΖΚぎ 
 
Y* = (RΥぶっΕ + ﾃ＼C1 + A1＼┷ + jB1＼┷                                                       (4) 
 
wｴWヴW ふAΥ っBΥぶ Э デ;ﾐふﾐヽっヲぶ                                                                              (5) 
 
The CPE is, effectively, a parallel combination of a frequency-dependent resistor and 
capacitor; the relative contribution of each to the overall, frequency-dependent 
admittance is governed H┞ デｴW ヮﾗ┘Wヴ ﾉ;┘ W┝ヮﾗﾐWﾐデが ﾐΖΛく  
 
The effect of including a CPE in the equivalent circuit may be seen by comparing the 
resulting impedance with that of an ideal parallel RC element, without a CPE, whose 
admittance is given by: 
 
 Yゅ Э ふ‘ぶっΕ Щ ﾃ＼C                                                                                     (6) 
 
TｴW ヴWゲ┌ﾉデｷﾐｪ M幡 ;ﾐS )幡 ゲヮWIデヴ; of an ideal RC element consist of symmetric けDWH┞W 
ヮW;ﾆゲげ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW a┌ﾐIデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ aﾗヴﾏぎ 
 
  Peak profile = ＼RC                                                                 (7) 
            ヱЩふ＼RC)² 
 
and for which the peak maxima are given by: 
 
    ＼RC = 1                                                          (8) 
 
The peaks are scaled according to (CoっCぶ aﾗヴ M幡 ;ﾐS ‘ aﾗヴ )幡ΖΖく Oﾐ ｷﾐデヴﾗS┌Iデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ; 
CPE in the equivalent circuit, characteristic changes are that (i) the M幡 ヮW;ﾆ ﾗII┌ヴゲ ;t 
slightly higher frequency than デｴW )ざ ヮW;ﾆが ふｷｷぶ デｴW Mざ ヮW;ﾆ ｷゲ DWH┞W-like on the low 
frequency side but broadened asymmetrically on the high frequency side and 
Iﾗﾐ┗WヴゲWﾉ┞が ふｷｷｷぶ デｴW )ざ ヮW;ﾆ ｷゲ Hヴﾗ;SWﾐWS ;デ ﾉﾗ┘ aヴWケ┌WﾐIｷWゲ H┌デ DWH┞W-like at high 
aヴWケ┌WﾐIｷWゲ ΖΚく 
 
From the impedance data shown in Fig 3 and their interpretation in terms of the 
equivalent circuit shown in Fig 4, the electrical microstructure of the SnOΦ ヮWﾉﾉWデゲ 
appears to have the following characteristics: 
 
(i) the total sample resistance is a combination of grain and grain boundary 
resistances connected in series. 
(ii) the grain boundary impedance is the neck region connecting grains in the poorly-
sintered, porous sample  and is a constriction impedance.  
 
The implication from this analysis is that the measured impedance represents that of 
the sample volume, not its surface.  There was no evidence for the possible 
existence of a core-shell structure with conducting grains surrounded by resistive 
grain boundaries or surfaces.  Thus, the high frequency capacitance data, Fig 3(c), 
show no evidence of a downturn to an additional plateau at still higher frequencies; 
ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴﾉ┞が デｴW Y け S;デ; ゲｴﾗ┘ ﾐﾗ W┗ｷSWﾐIW ﾗa ;ﾐ ;SSｷデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ヮﾉ;デW;┌ of much higher 
conductivity at the highest frequencies.  Both of these should have been apparent in 
デｴW Cげが Yげ S;デ; ｷa デｴW ﾏ;デWヴｷ;ﾉゲ ｴ;S IﾗﾐS┌Iデｷ┗W ｪヴ;ｷﾐ IﾗヴWゲく  Iﾐ ;SSｷデｷﾗﾐが デｴW 
ﾏ;ｪﾐｷデ┌SW ﾗa デｴW ｴｷｪｴ aヴWケ┌WﾐI┞ Cげ ヮﾉ;デW;┌ ｷゲ IﾗﾐゲｷゲデWﾐデ ┘ｷデｴ デｴ;デ W┝ヮWIデWS aﾗヴ デｴW  
bulk response of SnO2.  This interpretation is therefore used in the following 
analyses.  
 
Total conductivity data were obtained either from the low frequency intercept on 
デｴW )げ ;┝ｷゲ ﾗa デｴW ｷﾏヮWS;ﾐIW IﾗﾏヮﾉW┝ ヮﾉ;ﾐW ヮﾉﾗデゲが Fｷｪ 3(a) or from the low frequency 
Yげ ヮﾉ;デW;┌x (b). Approximate values for the bulk conductivity were obtained from the 
Mざ ゲヮWIデヴ; ┌ゲｷﾐｪ Wケ┌;デｷﾗﾐ Β aﾗヴ デｴW ヮW;ﾆ ﾏ;┝ｷﾏ┌ﾏ aヴWケ┌WﾐI┞ ;ﾐS Wケ┌;デｷﾗﾐ Γ aﾗヴ 
the peak height: 
 
 Mざmax = Co/2C                                                                                          (9) 
 
Bulkが ゝb and totalが ゝT conductivity data for a range of samples are shown in Fig 5. 
Slow-cooled samples were me;ゲ┌ヴWS ｷﾐ OΦ デﾗ ;┗ﾗｷS ヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉW OΦ ﾉﾗゲゲ S┌ヴｷng the 
impedance measurements. By contrast, q┌WﾐIｴWS ゲ;ﾏヮﾉWゲ ┘WヴW ﾏW;ゲ┌ヴWS ｷﾐ NΦ デﾗ 
avoid possible oxidation during IS measurement. Conductivities were highest for 
samples quenched from the highest temperature, 1200 ΔC ;ﾐS ﾉﾗ┘Wゲデ aﾗr samples 
slow-cooled in OΦき  ;Iデｷ┗;デｷﾗﾐ WﾐWヴｪｷWゲ ヴ;ﾐｪWS from 0.52 to 1.10 eV. These data are 
fully consistent with n-type conduction that is controlled by the degree of oxygen 
nonゲデﾗｷIｴｷﾗﾏWデヴ┞が ~が Fｷｪ 2. Large changes in conductivity occur for very small 
Iｴ;ﾐｪWゲ ｷﾐ ~く Aﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ the Iｴ;ﾐｪWゲ ｷﾐ ~ ;ヴW ｷﾐｷデｷ;デWS H┞ ｪ;ゲ-solid reactions at sample 
surfaces, equation 1, the conductivities appear to be controlled by sample interiors 
rather than surfaces since both bulk and grain boundary components are detected in 
the impedance response, Fig 3.  The bulk conductivities in Fig 5(a) are higher than 
the total conductivities, (b), and have slightly smaller activation energies.  The higher 
activation energy of the total conductivity reflects the contribution of the grain 
boundaries to the total impedance, especially at lower temperatures: since the grain 
boundaries are generally more oxidised デｴ;ﾐ デｴW ｪヴ;ｷﾐゲが デｴW┞ ｴ;┗W ゲﾏ;ﾉﾉWヴ ~ ┗;ﾉ┌Wゲ 
and higher activation energies, as shown by the decrease in activation energy with 
increased reduction at higher quench temperature in Fig 5(a).    
 
Changes in sample mass due to oxygen loss/gain were detected at temperatures as 
low as 600 ΔCが Fｷｪ 2; however, conductivity measurements in different atmospheres 
showed evidence of oxygen loss/gain at much lower temperatures, Fig 6. At eg 350 
ΔCが デｴW デﾗデ;ﾉ IﾗﾐS┌Iデｷ┗ity of a sample slow-cooled in OΦ ｷﾐIヴW;ゲWS ｪヴ;S┌;ﾉﾉ┞ Hy > 1 
order of magnitude on chanｪｷﾐｪ デｴW ;デﾏﾗゲヮｴWヴW デﾗ NΦく  The initial conductivity was 
subsequently recovered by switching back to OΦき ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ IﾗﾐS┌Iデｷ┗ｷデ┞ Iｴ;ﾐｪWゲ 
occurred more rapidly with increasing temperature.  These conductivity changes, by 
1-2 orders of magnitude, are less than the total range of conductivities, covering 4-5 
orders of magnitude, that are obtainable at a particular temperature from variation 
ｷﾐ ~が Fｷｪ ヵく  TｴW ｷﾐｷデｷ;ﾉ IﾗﾐS┌Iデｷ┗ｷデ┞ Iｴ;ﾐｪes are clearly surface-controlled, therefore, 
whereas those that include exchange of species, such as oxygen vacancies, between 
sample interior and surface are important on longer time scales.  
 
Conductivity data were also sensitive to moisture in the atmosphere, as shown in Fig 
7 on chanｪｷﾐｪ デｴW ;デﾏﾗゲヮｴWヴW HWデ┘WWﾐ ┘Wデ ;ﾐS Sヴ┞ NΦ ;デ ンヰヰ ΔC aﾗヴ ;ﾐ oxygen-
deficient sample prepared by quenching from 1000 ΔCく CﾗﾐS┌Iデｷ┗ｷデ┞ ｷﾐIヴW;ゲWS H┞ б ヱ 
order of magnitude in wet NΦ ┘ｷデｴ ;ﾐ ;ゲゲﾗIｷ;デWS ヴWSuction in activation energy. 
Sensitivity to moisture was, however, greatly dependent on sample history, as 
summarised in Fig 8 for quenched and slow-cooled samples measured in wet/dry NΦぎ 
the quenched sample was sensitive to moisture whereas the slow-cooled sample 
was not.  
 
At present, we cannot comment on whether increased conductivity in a wet 
atmosphere is electronic or protonic. Proton conductivity certainly seems to be a 
possibility since proton conductivity at high temperature in doped cerate perovskite 
structures is well-established
28
 and is attributed to proton transfer associated with 
OH groupゲ デｴ;デ aﾗヴﾏ ﾗﾐ ;Sゲﾗヴヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa HΦO by oxygen-deficient samples. However, 
there are comments in the literature concerning possible modification in the level of 
electronic conductivity and the band structure at the SnO2 surface associated with 
water adsorption / desorption; further work is therefore required to determine the 
nature of the conducting species associated with H2O adsorption. 
 
It is important to understand the electronic and (possible) protonic contributions to 
the overall conductivity of a particular SnOΦ ゲ;ﾏヮﾉW and how they vary depending on 
sample processing conditions and the atmosphere prior to and during, IS 
measurements.  This is illustrated further by the changes seen on varying the 
;デﾏﾗゲヮｴWヴW HWデ┘WWﾐ Sヴ┞ ;ﾐS ┘Wデ OΦが NΦ ;ﾐS COΦ ｷﾐ Fｷｪ 9 at 400 ΔCく Iﾐ OΦが デｴW 
conductivity increased only slightly between dry and ┘Wデ ;デﾏﾗゲヮｴWヴWく Iﾐ Sヴ┞ NΦ ﾗヴ 
COΦが デｴW IﾗﾐS┌Iデｷ┗ｷデ┞ ｷﾐIヴW;ゲWS ヴW┗WヴゲｷHﾉy by 1-2 orders of magnitude and by an 
additional 1-2 orders of magnitude on switching to wet atmospheres.  The first 
increase, in dry atmospheres, can be attributed to increased electronic conduction 
associated with loss of O2 on reducing pO2 in the surrounding atmosphere. The 
second increase, on changing to a wet atmosphere, may be due to proton 
conduction or alternatively, to electronic conduction if the SnO2 band structure 
changes on H2O uptake.    
 
These results obtained in dry atmospheres show that conductivity changes seen in 
COΦ are attributable SｷヴWIデﾉ┞ デﾗ Iｴ;ﾐｪWゲ ｷﾐ ~ ゲｷﾐIW ゲｷﾏｷﾉ;ヴ ヴWゲ┌ﾉデゲ ;ヴW ゲWWﾐ ｷﾐ Hﾗデｴ NΦ 
;ﾐS COΦく SnO2 is therefore only an indirect sensor of CO2, as the sensing mechanism 
involves exchange of O2 between the sample and the surrounding atmosphere and 
not direct interaction between CO2 and SnO2.. Furthermore, these results show the 
importance of oxygen vacancies in order aﾗヴ HΦO adsorption to occur, but also, that 
oxygen vacancies can be created during the conductivity measurements.  Thus, in a 
moist N2 atmosphere, desorption of O2 may occur, allowing subsequent absorption 
of H2O by the mechanism shown in equation (2). 
  
The changes in electronic conductivity associated with adsorption/desorption of OΦ 
are represented simplistically by equation (1) but in reality, a much more complex 
sequence of processes is likely to occur, involving a  series of equilibria that can be 
displaced in either direction, depending on pOΦが as follows: 
  頚態岫訣岻  怠嘩 頚態 岫欠穴嫌岻  態┸勅屓屐 頚態  貸  戴┸勅屓屐 頚態  態貸 【  頚貸   替┸勅屓屐 頚態貸 岫嫌岻  泰嘩  頚態貸 岫決憲健倦岻  (10) 
 
where g, ads and s refer to gas phase, adsorbed species and surface.  Equilibria 1 and 
5 do not involve electron transfer, but any of equilibria 2, 3 and 4 should be detected 
by IS since, although the equilibria involve reactions at the gas-solid interface, 
electrons are likely to be withdrawn from/added to the sample interior as part of the 
redox reactions.  Evidence for the different oxygen species at sample surfaces, which 
are involved in the equilibria shown in (10), was obtained from TPD studieゲ ΕΘ ┘ｴｷIｴ 
showed that increasingly higher temperatures were required to release species 
;SゲﾗヴHWS ;ゲ OΦ ふｪぶが OΦっが OっっOΖっ ;ﾐS OΖっ ふH┌ﾉﾆぶく This is entirely consistent with our 
conclusion that step 5, leading to full equilibration of oxygen stoichiometry and 
distribution throughout the sample bulk, requires temperatures above 600-700 
o
C 
for it to be achieved on reasonable timescales. 
 
Although changes to the equilibria  2, 3 and 4 would be detected by IS, an additional 
possibility that would probably not be detected by IS involves electron transfer 
HWデ┘WWﾐ ┌ﾐSWヴHﾗﾐSWS ﾉ;デデｷIW ヰΖっ ｷﾗﾐゲ ;ﾐS adsorbed oxygen molecules, as in: 




ions may then act as sources of hole conduction.
   
Hole conductivity 
associated with the location of holes on oxygen as O
-
 ions in acceptor-doped titanate 
ヮWヴﾗ┗ゲﾆｷデWゲΖΝが C;-doped BiFe03 ΗΔ ;ﾐS ┞デデヴｷ;-stabilised zirconia³¹ has been attributed 
to electron transfer processes involving underbonded oxide ions. Hence, the 
equilibria shown in (11) provide a modification to step 2 in (10), by assigning the 
source of electrons involved in the redox process to underbonded O
2- 
ions rather 
than to those associated with the n-type conduction mechanism.  Reactions such as 
(11) could occur at SnO2 surfaces and involve underbonded oxide ions that are not 
surrounded by a full complement of positive (cation) charge and indeed, evidence 








The literature contains very many reports on SnO2 gas sensors, the variety of atomic 
and molecular steps that occur at sensor surfaces, the effect of sensor 
microstructure and the nature of sample に electrode contacts, all of which have been 
reviewed 
3, 32
. ac impedance measurements have also been used on numerous 
occasions 
33-35
 and resistivity changes associated with change in oxygen pressure 
have been reported 
36, 37
. The novelty of the present work concerns impedance 
measurements as a function of temperature and atmosphere on carefully-prepared 
samples with different oxygen contents.  From our results, it appears that the 
conductivity that is measured is a combination of grain and grain boundary 
conductivities associated with the sample bulk, even though sensing action involves 
gas-solid interactions at sample surfaces.   
 
Models for sensing action that are discussed in the literature frequently are based on 
the creation of Schottky barriers and depletion layers.  We find no evidence for 
Schottky barriers since our impedance data can be satisfactorily interpreted in terms 
of low-capacitance bulk and grain boundary impedances: Schottky barriers at 
sample-electrode interfaces would lead to additional thin layer impedances with 
associated capacitances typically in the nanoFarad range, in contrast to the 
picoFarad range of capacitances observed here.  It would, however, be useful to 
confirm this conclusion by I-V measurements.   
 
The concept of depletion layers may usefully be applied in our case since O2 
absorption at sample surfaces is associated with electron withdrawal from sample 
interiors, leading to positively-charged depletion layers.  However, we see no 
evidence in the impedance data for conducting grain cores surrounded by more 
resistive depletion layers; the implication of this is that the depletion layer thickness 




SnO2 pellets show a small, reversible loss of oxygen, in air, at temperatures above 
about 600
 o
C.  Samples also lose oxygen reversibly at lower temperatures, eg 350 
o
C, 
simply by switching the atmosphere between O2 and N2, but the changes are 
confined to sample surfaces, at least on short timescales.  The weight changes, which 
are detectable using a microbalance and a 2 g pellet, cause a change in n-type 
conductivity by several orders of magnitude, depending on the level of oxygen 
ﾐﾗﾐゲデﾗｷIｴｷﾗﾏWデヴ┞が ~く 
   
Sample conductivity, and its sensitivity to gases, depends critically on the sample 
history.  Thus, quenched, oxygen-deficient samples are sensitive to moisture uptake 
whereas slow-cooled, oxygen-stoichiometric samples are not.  CO2 and N2 show a 
similar sensor response, attributable to desorption of O2 in both cases. 
 
Impedance spectroscopy provides evidence for grain and grain boundary 
contributions to the overall sample impedance, both of which show a similar sensor 
response.  Although the sensor response involves gas に solid surface reactions, it 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
1. Microstructure of a typical sintered pellet of SnO2 
2. Change in mass and oxygen content of SnO2 as a function of temperature; 
red crosses: stepwise heating of a sample slow-cooled from 900 
o
C; yellow 
squares: stepwise cooling from 1200 
o
C. The errors in the mass 
measurements, +/- 0.00002 g, are within the size of the data points. 
3. A typical impedance data set collected at 5 temperatures 
4. Equivalent circuit used to analyse impedance data 
5. (a)bulk and (b)total conductivities of SnO2 pellets given different heat 
treatments after initial sintering at 1300 
o
C.   All samples were quenched 
from the temperatures stated apart from 900 SC which was slow-cooled in 
oxygen from 900 
o
C 
6. Effect of pO2 in a dry atmosphere on the total conductivity of an SnO2 pellet 
prepared by slow cooling from 1000 
o
C and then held in O2 for 1 hour before 
IS measurements 
7. Effect of a dry / wet atmosphere on the conductivity, in N2, of an SnO2 pellet 
quenched from 1000 
o
C; data recorded at 300 
o
C 
8. Effect of atmosphere, moisture and sample history on conductivity of SnO2 
pellets. SC: slow cool; Q: quenched from 1000 
o
C 
9. Time-dependent response of the total conductivity of a slow-cooled SnO2 
pellet at 400 
o
C to a range of dry and wet atmospheres 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
